Find inspiration in a book and let the adventures begin!

Books allow us to see the world from a new perspective. Think of this challenge as a way to explore not only new reading selections but activities that you might not otherwise try.

What could be more exciting than letting the adventures and activities of our literary friends inspire your own! Focus on the part of a story that most interests you or makes you feel alive and let it inspire you to try something you’ve never done or go somewhere new!

Examples:

*Girl on a Train* by Paula Hawkins might inspire you to ride the local train to a new destination for lunch with a friend.

*Astrophysics for People in a Hurry* by Neil deGrasse Tyson might get you stargazing on a clear summer evening or visiting a planetarium.

*Lile of Pi* by Yann Martel might be just the thing to get you cooking Indian dishes.

*Stranger in the Woods* by Michael Finkel might inspire you to explore a new forest trail.

*Flight Behavior* by Barbara Kingsolver may inspire you to use our museum pass to enjoy the Butterfly Place.

Are you up for the challenge?

*After reading your first book, return to the library for your official Adventure Log Book!*

As you read, highlight or jot down the activities or locations that seem interesting to try and then grab a friend or strike out on your own, and go explore!

*Read a total of 10 books from the Read & Go Summer Reading Challenge categories (on the back of this sheet.) The categories are not meant to limit your reading choices…merely to inspire you. How each book fits the category is completely up to you. Let your imagination run wild. Anything goes!*

If you read 10 books by August 24, then you get to pick one of the following great prizes.

- Record Book Ends
- Cordless Speaker
- 12” Baking Stone

Read whatever you like! All adult books, young adult books, e-books and audiobooks count.
1. Over the River and Through the Woods-
2. Artistic Expression-
3. Culinary Delights-
4. Island Adventures-
5. Fire Up the Engine!
6. Dog Days of Summer-
7. A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words-
8. Truth is Stranger Than Fiction-
9. Murder, Monsters and Mayhem-
10. How Sweet It Is!
11. Wild Reads-
12. Eat, Pray, Love-
13. There’s No I in Team-
14. Play That Funky Music-
15. Walking in a Winter Wonderland-
16. Self Propelled-
17. Oh, the Places You’ll Go-
18. Throwback Thursday-
19. Once Upon a Book-
20. Digging in the Dirt-
21. Night at the Museum-
22. A Day in the Life-
23. Your Room is Ready-
24. The Great Escape-
25. Under the Sea-
26. Thanks for Playing-
27. War of the Worlds-
28. All in a Day’s Work-
29. Now That’s a First-

*YOUR ADVENTURES DO NOT NEED TO BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE SUMMER.

(*Thank you to Audrey of Novel Tourist whose Summer Reading blog inspired this challenge.)